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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a magnetic recording

medium having a granular magnetic layer, that attains very high He

necessary for the higher density of magnetic recording, reduces a

large amount of Pt required for attaining the high He and reduces

medium noise caused by the higher density.

SOLUTION: The magnetic recording medium is formed by

successively laminating at least a non-magnetic base layer, a

magnetic layer, a protective layer and a liquid lubricant layer on a non-

magnetic substrate. The magnetic layer has a laminated structure

formed by laminating two or more layers of magnetic layer

components consisting of ferromagnetic grains and non-magnetic

grain boundaries enclosing the grains. (b)
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Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to magnetic-recording data medium used for

various magnetic-recording data-medium equipments including the outboard recorder of a computer, and its

manufacture method.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] recent years are rapid - more - high recording density - low - the material of various
presentations and structures of a magnetic layer, a nonmagnetic substrate layer, and a Seed layer etc. is proposed from
the former to the demand of noise magnetic-recording data medium. The magnetic layer with the structure which
surrounded the perimeter of the magnetic crystal grain generally especially called a granular magnetic layer with a
nonmagnetic non-metallic substance like an oxide or a nitride is proposed.

[0003] For example, after carrying out the laminating of a nonmagnetic membrane, a ferromagnetic, and the

nonmagnetic membrane one by one on a nonmagnetic substrate, attaining low noise-ization is indicated by JP,8-

255342,A by performing heat-treatment by forming the granular record layer which ferromagnetic crystal grain
distributed into a nonmagnetic membrane. The alloy which uses cobalt or cobalt as a principal component as a
magnetic layer in this case is used, and a metal, an oxide, a nitride, carbon, or carbide is used as a nonmagnetic
membrane. Moreover, the granular record film in which magnetic crystal grain has the structure which it was
surrounded with the nonmagnetic oxide and separated separately can be formed, and it is indicated by by performing
RF (radio frequency) sputtering to USP No. 5,679,473 using the CoNiPt target with which oxides, such as Si02, were
added that high He and the high reduction in a noise are realized.

[0004] Since such a granular magnetic film controls formation of the zigzag magnetic domain wall which the magnetic
interaction between magnetic particles falls and is produced in the transition region which is a record bit in order that
the grain boundary phase of a nonmagnetic nonmetal may separate a magnetic particle physically, it is thought that low
noise figure is obtained.

[0005] The reason of the noise of a record medium is fluctuation of the magnetization by the size of the magnetic
particle which constitutes data medium, and the magnetic interaction between particles. In order to maintain high

[ SNR ] in accordance with improvement in recording density, it is required to maintain the magnetic particle number
per 1-bit eel more than constant value, i.e., detailed-izing of a magnetic particle. However, in the condition that a big
exchange interaction works between magnetic particles, a crystal grain child's detailed-ization does not necessarily
mean detailed-ization of a flux reversal unit in many cases. For this reason, in order to make small the flux reversal unit
itself shown by the activation magnetic moment, it also unites oppressing the exchange interaction between particles,
and it is needed. Furthermore, on the occasion of detailed-izing, it does not lapse into a superparamagnetism condition,
but to some extent big anisotropy energy is needed for the magnetic particle itself so that indispensable magnetic
properties (it is about Hc/Mrt) may be acquired by high-resolution record. The aim of granular structure which
distributes the magnetic particle of high anisotropy energy in a nonmagnetic matrix is to satisfy all above-mentioned
severe demands for a raise in SNR.
[0006] By forming membranes at an elevated temperature, the CoCr system metal magnetic film used conventionally
deposits in a grain boundary because Cr segregates from Co system magnetism grain, and it is reducing the magnetic
interaction between magnetic particles. On the other hand, in order to use the material of non-magnetic metal as this
grain boundary phase, compared with the conventional Cr, it is easy to segregate in the case of a granular magnetic
layer, and it has the advantage that isolation of a magnetic grain can be promoted comparatively easily. As for the non-
magnetic metal material, in the case of a granular magnetic layer, also in the membrane formation in those without
heating, there is also an advantage of producing a segregation, to a thing with indispensable to sufficient segregation of
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Cr raising the substrate temperature at the time of membrane formation at 200 degrees C or more especially in the case

of the conventional CoCr system metal magnetic layer.

[0007]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However., magnetic-recording data medium which has a granular magnetic
film will need to add comparatively a lot of Pt(s) into Co alloy, in order to realize desired magnetic properties,

especially the desired high coercive force He. In this granular magnetic film, in order to need the 16at% thing Pt in

order to realize He of a 2800Oe degree generally, on the other hand to realize comparable He in the conventional CoCr
system metal magnetic film, about [ 8at% ] Pt is only required. The granular magnetic film which needs expensive Pt
for a large quantity has produced the problem from very high He of 3200 or more Oes being increasingly demanded in

connection with the densification of magnetic recording in recent years in the semantics of the increment in a

manufacturing cost. Moreover, in connection with densification, the further fall is called for also for the data-medium
noise.

[0008] Furthermore, in the granular magnetic layer, since clear granular structure is not formed when the crystal

growth in the low thickness field (initial growth field) is confused, it is the main factor of deterioration of the magnetic
properties in low Brdelta (residual magnetic flux density x thickness product), and a magnetic parametric performance.
While low thickness-ization of the magnetic layer accompanied by future high recording density progresses, it has been
a big technical problem how deterioration of the data-medium property in the initial growth field of this granular
magnetic layer and a magnetic parametric performance is solved.

[0009] Moreover, the granular magnetic layer on a substrate is difficult to carry out orientation of the magnetization in

a magnetic layer into a field, although the non-magnetic metal material produces a segregation also in non-heating
membrane formation, and it is easy to become isotropic (random orientation) data medium.
[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem] It inquired wholeheartedly for a raise in He of magnetic-recording data medium
which gives a desired stacking tendency effectively to a granular magnetic layer which was mentioned above, and has
a granular magnetic layer, reduction in a noise, and low-cost-izing. Consequently, in order to acquire a desired stacking
tendency, after controlling orientation of a layer below a magnetic layer, it will be necessary to carry out epitaxial

growth of the magnetic layer. Then, by dividing a membrane formation process of a magnetic layer in multistage story,

and multilayering a magnetic layer so that it may be formed from two or more magnetic layer components showed that

a raise in He and reduction in a noise more than magnetic-recording data medium which has a magnetic layer (that is,

magnetic layer which consists of a magnetic layer component of one layer) clearly obtained by usual by carrying out
continuation membrane formation could be attained.

[001 1] Moreover, it also became clear that further effect was acquired by [ of each magnetic layer component in a
multilayered magnetic layer

] preparing an oxidizing zone up and down.
[0012] Specifically, this invention offers two kinds of magnetic-recording data medium by the configuration of the
magnetic layer. As for first magnetic-recording data medium of this invention, the laminating of a nonmagnetic
substrate layer, a magnetic layer, a protective coat, and the fluid lubrication agent layer is carried out one by one at

least on a nonmagnetic substrate, and the above-mentioned magnetic layer is the laminated structure which carried out
the laminating of the magnetic layer component which consists of crystal grain which has ferromagnetism, and a
nonmagnetic grain boundary which surround it more than two-layer.

[0013] Here, it is still more desirable when presentations of each magnetic layer component in an above-mentioned
magnetic layer differ.

[0014] As for second magnetic-recording data medium of this invention, the laminating of a nonmagnetic substrate
layer, a magnetic layer, a protective coat, and the fluid lubrication agent layer is carried out one by one at least on a
nonmagnetic substrate. Moreover, the above-mentioned magnetic layer More than two-layer and an oxidizing zone
consist [ a magnetic layer component which consists of crystal grain which has ferromagnetism, and a nonmagnetic
grain boundary which surround it ] of three or more layers, and the laminating of this magnetic layer component and
this oxidizing zone is carried out by turns so that top layer and bottom layer may turn into an oxidizing zone.

[0015] As for a nonmagnetic grain boundary in a magnetic layer component of above-mentioned first and second
magnetic-recording data medium, it is desirable that it is an oxide or a nitride of at least one element chosen from a
group which consists of Cr, Co, Si, aluminum, Ti, Ta, Hf, and Zr.

[0016] Moreover, as for a nonmagnetic substrate layer of magnetic-recording data medium mentioned above,
consisting of Cr or a Cr alloy may be desirable, and a nonmagnetic substrate may be crystallization glass, chemically
strengthened glass, or plastics.

[0017] A manufacture method of first magnetic-recording data medium that the laminating of a nonmagnetic substrate
layer, a magnetic layer, a protective coat, and the fluid lubrication agent layer was carried out one by one at least on a
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nonmagnetic substrate of this invention mentioned above (1) by preparing a two or more layers magnetic layer

component which consists of crystal grain which has ferromagnetism, and a nonmagnetic grain boundary which
surround it on a production process which carries out the laminating of the nonmagnetic substrate layer on a
nonmagnetic substrate, and a nonmagnetic substrate layer of (2) above-mentioned It has a production process which
carries out the laminating of the magnetic layer, a production process which carries out the laminating of the protective

coat on (3) this magnetic layer, and a production process which carries out the laminating of the fluid lubrication agent
layer on (4) this protective coat.

[0018] Here, as for a production process which carries out the laminating of the magnetic layer, it is desirable that it is

the production process which prepares two or more magnetic layer components of a different presentation.

[0019] Moreover, a manufacture method of second magnetic-recording data medium that the laminating of a
nonmagnetic substrate layer, a magnetic layer, a protective coat, and the fluid lubrication agent layer was carried out
one by one at least on a nonmagnetic substrate of this invention (1) You make it exposed into a production process
which carries out the laminating of the nonmagnetic substrate layer on a nonmagnetic substrate, and a gas ambient
atmosphere containing (2) and (i) oxygen. Form an oxidizing zone to which the layer surface put to oxygen oxidized,
and a magnetic layer component which consists of a nonmagnetic grain boundary which surround crystal grain which
has (ii) ferromagnetism, and it is formed. You make it exposed into a count repeat which asks for the above (i) - (ii),

and a gas ambient atmosphere containing (iv) oxygen, (iii) It has a production process which carries out the laminating
of the magnetic layer on the above-mentioned nonmagnetic substrate layer, a production process which carries out the
laminating of the protective coat on (3) this magnetic layer, and a production process which carries out the laminating
of the fluid lubrication agent layer on (4) this protective coat by forming an oxide film with which the layer surface put
to oxygen oxidized.

[0020] Moreover, by manufacture method of magnetic-recording data medium of this invention mentioned above, a
production process of (4) can be performed from the above (1), without heating a nonmagnetic substrate in advance.
[0021]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, it explains to details more, referring to drawing 1 and drawing 2 about this

invention.

[0022] The cross-section schematic drawing of an example of a magnetic layer where the cross-section schematic
drawing of magnetic-recording data medium whose drawing 1 is an example of this invention is established in drawing
2 (a) by first magnetic-recording data medium of this invention, and drawing 2 (b) show the cross-section schematic
drawing of an example of a magnetic layer established in second magnetic-recording data medium of this invention.

[0023] Magnetic-recording data medium shown in drawing 1 is having structure where the nonmagnetic substrate layer

2, the magnetic layer 3, and the protective coat 4 were formed in order on the nonmagnetic substrate 1, and the fluid
lubrication agent layer 5 is formed on it. Moreover, magnetic-recording data medium shown in drawing 2 (a) is having
the three-tiered structure to which the laminating of the magnetic layer components 3a, 3b, and 3c was carried out.
Each magnetic layer components 3a-3c are pinched by oxidizing-zone 3a' - 3d', respectively, and magnetic-recording
data medium shown in drawing 2 (b) is having the laminated structure by which the laminating was carried out to the
order of 3a', 3a, 3b\ 3b, 3c\ 3c, and 3d'.

[0024] First, first magnetic-recording data medium of this invention is explained.

[0025] As a nonmagnetic substrate 1, aluminum alloy which is used for usual magnetic-recording data medium and
which performed NiP plating, tempered glass, or glass ceramics can be used, and also in this invention, since substrate
heating is not needed, the substrate produced by injection molding a polycarbonate, polyolefine, or other resin can be
used.

[0026] On this nonmagnetic substrate 1, the nonmagnetic substrate layer 2 is used and the conventional methods, such
as electron beam vacuum deposition and a spatter, are established. As for this nonmagnetic substrate layer 2, it is

desirable to consist of non-magnetic material containing NiAl, Cr, etc., and to use Cr or Cr alloy. As a Cr alloy, CrMo,
CrTi, CrV, a CrW alloy, etc. are desirable. Moreover, although especially the thickness of the nonmagnetic substrate
layer 2 is not restricted, in order to acquire magnetic properties and a magnetic parametric performance with optimal
about 50nm from about 5nm, it is desirable.

[0027] Next, a magnetic layer 3 is formed on the nonmagnetic substrate layer 2. The configuration of the magnetic
layer formed in first magnetic-recording data medium is having multilayer structure which divided the magnetic layer
membrane formation process in multistage, and carried out the laminating of two or more magnetic layer components
3a-3c as shown in drawing^ (a). Each magnetic layer components 3a-3c are the so-called granular magnetic layers
which it becomes from the crystal grain which has ferromagnetism, and the nonmagnetic grain boundary which
surround it, and a nonmagnetic grain boundary becomes from a metaled oxide or a metaled (here, Si is also included)
nitride. By using as a target the ferromagnetic metal containing the oxide which constitutes for example, a nonmagnetic
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grain boundary, the structure of such magnetic layer components 3a-3c forms membranes by sputtering, and is

acquired. Or although the magnetic layer components 3a-3c of granular structure can be obtained by forming
membranes by reactive sputtering in Ar gas which contains oxygen by using a ferromagnetic metal as a target, it is not

restricted to these.

[0028] As a material which constitutes the crystal which has ferromagnetism, although a CoPt system alloy is used
suitably, it is not limited to this. It is desirable to add the element chosen from the group which becomes a CoPt alloy

from Cr, nickel, and Ta especially at least one because of reduction of a data-medium noise. On the other hand, it is

especially desirable in order that using the oxide or nitride of an element chosen from the group which consists of Cr,

Co, Si, aluminum, Ti, Ta, Hf, and Zr as a material which constitutes a nonmagnetic grain boundary at least one may
form stable granular structure.

[0029] as for especially the thickness of the magnetic layer 3 of multilayer structure, it is desirable not to be restricted,

to need the thickness for obtaining head playback output sufficient at the time of record playback, and for total

thickness to become almost equivalent to the thickness of a request with the conventional continuation (much more -
since — it becomes) film.

[0030] Moreover, although the same presentation is sufficient as each magnetic layer component, especially, oxide
(nitride) concentration in each magnetic layer component is changed, and a property with more desirable having a
different presentation is acquired.

[0031] Although the magnetic layer of drawing 2 (a) is formed from the magnetic layer component of three layers, this

invention should just be magnetic-recording data medium which has the magnetic layer formed from the magnetic
layer component more than two-layer.

[0032] Subsequently, sequential formation of a protective coat 4 and the fluid lubrication agent layer 5 is carried out on
this magnetic layer 3. The conventional thing can be used as a protective coat 4 and a fluid lubrication agent layer 5.

For example, although the thin film which makes carbon a subject is used as a protective coat 4 and the lubricant of a
perfluoro polyether system can be used as a fluid lubrication agent layer 5, it is not limited to this. A protective coat 4
can be formed using the conventional methods, such as a spatter, and the fluid lubrication agent layer 5 can form it

using the conventional methods, such as applying a fluid lubrication agent.

[0033] Thus, first magnetic-recording data medium of this invention is obtained.

[0034] Although the configuration of a magnetic layer differs from the configuration of the magnetic layer of first

magnetic-recording data medium as second magnetic-recording data medium is shown in drawing 2 (b), all the other
points are as first magnetic-recording data medium having explained. The magnetic layer 3 formed in second
magnetic-recording data medium has the structure where the magnetic layer components 3a-3c were pinched by
oxidizing-zone 3a' - 3d

1

, as shown in drawing 2 (b). A magnetic layer component is formed like the case of first

magnetic-recording data medium. An oxidizing zone is formed when the surface of the layer which is performing the
process which exposes data medium and was put to the inside of the gas ambient atmosphere which contains oxygen
before membrane formation of magnetic layer component 3a and after membrane formation of each magnetic layer
components 3a-3c, for example, Ar-10%O2 gas, oxidizes.

[0035] Each material of the magnetic layer component of the magnetic layer 3 formed in second magnetic-recording
data medium and the thickness of a magnetic layer 3 are as the magnetic layer 3 formed in first magnetic-recording
data medium having explained.

[0036] Moreover, like the case of the magnetic layer 3 formed in first magnetic-recording data medium, although the
same presentation is sufficient as each magnetic layer component, oxide (nitride) concentration in each magnetic layer
component is changed, and a property with more desirable having a different presentation is acquired especially.

[0037] Although especially limitation does not have each thickness of a magnetic layer component and an oxidizing
zone, it is desirable for the thickness of the sum total of the thickness of a magnetic layer 3, i.e., all magnetic layer
components, and oxidizing zones to become almost equivalent to the request thickness in the conventional continuation
film.

[0038] In addition, although the magnetic layer of drawing 2 (b) is formed by carrying out the laminating of the
magnetic layer component of three layers, and the oxidizing zone of four layers by turns The magnetic layer
component and the oxidizing zone should just be carrying out the configuration by which the laminating was carried
out by turns so that this invention may consist of the magnetic layer component more than two-layer, an oxidizing zone
of three or more layers, and an oxidizing zone with more one layer than the magnetic layer component and this

magnetic layer component more than two-layer in detail and the layer of the top in a magnetic layer and the bottom
layer may turn into an oxidizing zone.

[0039] Thus, high [ He ] and the low noise of this invention, and magnetic-recording data medium whose low cost-
ization was attained can be obtained. Here, the effect of multilayer-structure-izing of the magnetic layer which is the
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feature of this magnetic-recording data medium, and oxidizing-zone grant is described.

[0040] As a cause of a noise, in the usual longitudinal record, if the magnetization component to a perpendicular

direction is large compared with the case where magnetization is carrying out orientation in the field inland water
common direction correctly, it will become the cause of a noise. If magnetic layer thickness generally becomes thick, it

will become easy to carry out orientation of the magnetization perpendicularly. So, in this invention, when each film

(magnetic layer component) which multilayers that is, forms a magnetic layer was made thin, the orientation within a
field was promoted more, and the configuration film reduced the vertical component of magnetization as the whole
magnetic layer (reduction in a noise), and led to high Hc-ization.

[0041] Moreover, the granular magnetic layer which carried out the laminating of two or more magnetic layer

components of this invention promotes the crystal grain of the ferromagnetic crystal in the magnetic layer component
of the maximum upper layer, and the epitaxial growth of an oxide grain boundary. And detailed-ization of the crystal

disposition top in the granular magnetic layer component further directly under [ of the maximum upper layer ] a
magnetic layer component itself or the diameter of crystal grain is also attained, and the stacking tendency of a
magnetic layer is controlled more preferably as the result.

[0042] It is more more desirable to carry out the laminating of the magnetic layer component of a presentation which
changes the presentation of each magnetic layer component, for example, changes oxide (nitride) concentration and is

different in this invention as mentioned above.

[0043] With a granular magnetic film, if the amount of addition oxides (nitride) is made to increase so that grain

boundary segregation may be urged, specifically, detailed-ization of the crystal grain needed for low noise-ization will

be obtained. However, when the amount of oxides (nitride) is increased to reverse, the epitaxial growth from a
substrate layer etc. will become difficult.

[0044] Then, the magnetic layer component of the maximum upper layer in a magnetic layer has the presentation
which was excellent in magnetic properties and a magnetic parametric performance, and is made to give it in order to

promote the lattice matching of carrying out epitaxial growth of the magnetic layer component of the maximum upper
layer finely of a lower layer magnetic layer component from the magnetic layer component of the maximum upper
layer, and the layers (substrate layer etc.) which are directly under a magnetic layer. That is, the granular magnetic
layer component of the maximum upper layer forms the granular membrane which the amount of oxides (nitride) was
reduced

[ granular membrane ] and made Pt and Cr fluctuate in order to make the lower layer magnetic layer

component of a magnetic layer promote epitaxial growth using the granular membrane which can attain low noise-
ization to which the oxide (nitride) was made to increase. With a CoCr system alloy, it can change suitably,

considering the misfit of each layer formed in the bottom of magnetic layers, such as a presentation of the granular
magnetic layer component of the maximum upper layer, or a substrate layer, since a lattice constant also increases with
the increment in Pt and the amount of Cr(s).

[0045] Moreover, lattice matching, such as misfit, becomes easier by laminating the magnetic layer component formed
between the magnetic layer components of the maximum upper layer of a layer (substrate layer) and a magnetic layer
which hits directly under a magnetic layer.

[0046] Moreover, since it is an oxide, the amount of oxygen is deep to promotion of segregation structure, and bearing
the segregation to the grain boundary of the crystal grain which has ferromagnetism about a granular magnetic film
influences. By second magnetic-recording data medium of this invention, oxygen supply from the oxygen as an oxide
added at the magnetic layer target and the oxidizing zone which the magnetic layer component gave up and down is

also performed by the offer origin of the oxygen.

[0047] By second magnetic-recording data medium of this invention, each magnetic layer component is formed for an
oxidizing zone up and down by being exposed to the ambient atmosphere which contains 02 gas before and behind
each magnetic layer component at the time ofmembrane formation of each magnetic layer component in a magnetic
layer. Oxygen was more effectively supplied into the granular magnetic film by grant of this oxidizing zone, the
interaction between magnetic particles was reduced by promotion of the segregation structure according to it, and it led
to the reduction in a noise, and high Hc-ization.

[0048] Therefore, high [ He ] and low-noise-izing become possible even for Pt more nearly little than before even
being included, and low cost-ization is attained.

[0049] Furthermore, even if magnetic-recording data medium of this invention which has a laminated structure which
has in this way and was mentioned above skips a substrate heating production process like conventional magnetic-
recording data medium to the manufacturing process, it becomes possible [ attaining high Hc-izing and low data-
medium noise-ization ], and the fall of the manufacturing cost accompanying simplification of a manufacturing process
can also plan it.

[0050] Furthermore, it also becomes possible to use plastics cheap besides conventional aluminum and a conventional
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glass substrate as a substrate.

[0051]

[Example] Below, in magnetic-recording data medium of this invention, an example and the example of a comparison
explain more concretely.

[0052] Using a chemically-strengthened-glass substrate (N[ by Hoya Corp. ]-10 glass substrate) with the smooth
surface, without introducing this in an after

[
washing

] sputtering system as a [example 1] nonmagnetic substrate 1,

and heating a substrate under Ar gas pressure 50mTorr The nonmagnetic substrate layer 2 of 15nm of thickness which
consists of Cr-20at%Mo (Mo 20at(s)% included Cr alloy) by the DC magnetron sputtering method using the target of
Cr alloy containing Mo was formed.

[0053] subsequently, the bottom of Ar gas pressure 30mTorr - Si02 - seven-mol% - granular magnetic layer

component of lOnm of thickness 3a was formed by the same presentation as a target by RF spatter using the target of a
presentation of added Co-10at%Cr-14at%Pt. Then, granular magnetic layer component of lOnm of thickness 3b was
formed under the same conditions, and two-layer-ization of a magnetic layer 3 was performed.

[0054] Subsequently, by the spatter, the laminating of the carbon protective coat 4 of lOnm of thickness was carried

out on the magnetic layer 3, and it took out from the inside of the sputtering system in a vacuum.
[0055] And the fluid lubrication agent which consists of a perfluoro polyether was applied on the carbon protective

coat 4, and the fluid lubrication agent layer 5 of 1.5nm of thickness was formed.

[0056] Thus, magnetic-recording data medium as shown in drawing 1 was manufactured.

[0057] In addition, heating of the nonmagnetic substrate 1 is omitted in advance of the membrane formation mentioned
above.

[0058] About the magnetic properties of obtained magnetic-recording data medium, coercive force He and residual

magnetic flux density x thickness product Brdelta was measured using the oscillating sample mold magnetometer
(VSM). Moreover, about the magnetic parametric performance, the data-medium noise and SNR (pair signal to noise
ratio) value in the playback output TAA and track-recording-density 120kFCI of an isolated playback wave were
measured with the spin stand circuit tester using the GMR head.

[0059] The measurement result which shows the presentation of a laminated structure in a table 1, and shows a
property in a table 2 is shown.

[0060] The three-layer laminating of the magnetic layer components 3a, 3b, and 3c which are about 6.7nm of [example
2] each thickness was carried out, and magnetic-recording data medium shown in drawing 1 using the same method as
an example 1 except for forming the magnetic layer 3 ( drawing 2 (a)) of 20nm of sum total thickness was obtained.

[0061] About the magnetic properties and the magnetic parametric performance of magnetic-recording data medium
which were acquired, it measured like the example 1

.

[0062] The measurement result which expresses a property with a table 1 for the laminated structure of magnetic-
recording data medium of this example is shown in a table 2.

[0063] The four-layer laminating of the magnetic layer component which is 5nm of [example 3] each thickness was
carried out, and magnetic-recording data medium shown in drawing 1 using the same method as an example 1 except
for forming the magnetic layer 3 of20nm of sum total thickness was obtained.

[0064] About the magnetic properties and the magnetic parametric performance ofmagnetic-recording data medium
which were acquired, it measured like the example 1

.

[0065] The measurement result which expresses a property with a table 1 for the laminated structure of magnetic-
recording data medium of this example is shown in a table 2.

[0066] Each magnetic layer component 3a before forming [example 4] magnetic layer component 3a, It is exposed for

10 seconds into lOmTorr ambient atmosphere ofAr-10%O2 gas after each which formed 3b and 3c. Oxidizing-zone
3a', Except for forming the magnetic layer 3 ( drawing 2 (b)) in which each magnetic layer component prepared 3b\
3c', and 3d

1

up and down, magnetic-recording data medium shown in drawing 1 using the same method as an example
2 was obtained.

[0067] About the magnetic properties and the magnetic parametric performance ofmagnetic-recording data medium
which were acquired, it measured like the example 1

.

[0068] The measurement result which expresses a property with a table 1 for the laminated structure of magnetic-
recording data medium of this example is shown in a table 2.

[0069] Except for the [example 1 of comparison] magnetic layer 3 consisting only of one layer of magnetic layer
components which are 20nm of thickness, magnetic-recording data medium was obtained using the same method as an
example 1.

[0070] About the magnetic properties and the magnetic parametric performance ofmagnetic-recording data medium
which were acquired, it measured like the example 1

.
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[0071] The measurement result which expresses a property with a table 1 for the laminated structure of magnetic-
recording data medium of this example of a comparison is shown in a table 2.

[0072] in order to obtain the [example 5] magnetic layer 3 - SiN - 12-mol% - except for forming the granular

magnetic layer components 3a and 3b of the same presentation as a target using the target of a presentation of added
Co-10at%Cr-14at%Pt, magnetic-recording data medium shown in drawing 1 like an example 1 was obtained.

[0073] About the magnetic properties and the magnetic parametric performance of magnetic-recording data medium
which were acquired, it measured like the example 1

.

[0074] The measurement result which shows a property for the laminated structure of magnetic-recording data medium
of this example in a table 1 is shown in a table 2.

[0075] the presentation of the target for forming a [example 6] magnetic layer component - SiN - 12-mol% - except
for being referred to as added Co-10at%Cr-14at%Pt, and forming a magnetic layer 3 ( drawing 2 (a)), magnetic-
recording data medium shown in drawing 1 like an example 2 was obtained.

[0076] About the magnetic properties and the magnetic parametric performance of magnetic-recording data medium
which were acquired, it measured like the example 1

.

[0077] The measurement result which expresses a property with a table 1 for the laminated structure of magnetic-
recording data medium of this example is shown in a table 2.

[0078] the presentation of the target for forming a [example 7] magnetic layer component - SiN - 12-mol% - except
for being referred to as added Co-10at%Cr-14at%Pt, and forming a magnetic layer 3 ( drawing 2 (b)), magnetic-
recording data medium shown in drawing 1 like an example 4 was obtained.

[0079] About the magnetic properties and the magnetic parametric performance of magnetic-recording data medium
which were acquired, it measured like the example 1.

[0080] The measurement result which expresses a property with a table 1 for the laminated structure of magnetic-
recording data medium of this example is shown in a table 2.

[0081] Except for the [example 2 of comparison] magnetic layer 3 consisting only of one layer of magnetic layer
components which are 20nm of thickness, magnetic-recording data medium was obtained using the same method as an
example 5.

[0082] About the magnetic properties and the magnetic parametric performance of magnetic-recording data medium
which were acquired, it measured like the example 1.

[0083] The measurement result which expresses a property with a table 1 for the laminated structure of magnetic-
recording data medium of this example of a comparison is shown in a table 2.

[0084]

mtm

Co-10Cr-14Pt-7SiO2 2 10 ft

Co-10Cr-14Pt-7SiOz 3 6. 7 ft

Hlfe£!3 Co-10Cr-14Pt-7Si02 4 5 m
Co-10Cr-14Pt-7SiO2 3 7 m

ttmu Co-10Cr-14Pt-7SiO2 1 20 m
mmm Co-fOCr-14Pt-12SiN 2 10 m
mmm Co-10Cr-14Pt-12SiN 3 6. 7 ft

Co-10CM4Pt-12SiN 3 7. 1 *r

Co-!0Cr-14Pt-12SiN 1 20 ft

[0085]

[A table 2]
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[0086] The coercive force He of each magnetic-recording data medium obtained by drawing 3 from examples 1-4 and
the example 1 of a comparison was shown, SNR (pair signal noise ratio) of each magnetic-recording data medium
obtained by drawing^ from examples 1-4 and the example 1 of a comparison was shown, and the dependency ofHe
and SNR by the laminating number of sheets of a magnetic layer component was investigated.

[0087] Drawing 3 ,
drawing^ , and a table 2 show that coercive force He and SNR improved as the laminating number

of sheets of a magnetic layer component is increased.

[0088] And magnetic-recording data medium (examples 1-4) which has the magnetic layer 3 to which the magnetic
layer component carried out the laminating of the magnetic layer component more than two-layer compared with
magnetic-recording data medium (example 1 of a comparison) which has the magnetic layer 3 which consists of one
layer has 50 or more Oe(s) ofmuch He, and is improving by 400 or more Oes, there is 1 .OdB or more ofmuch SNR,
and 2.2dB improvement is found.

[0089] Moreover, compared with what is not adding this (example 2), the coercive force He and SNR of magnetic-
recording data medium (example 4) which added the process exposed to Ar-10%O2 gas before and after membrane
formation of the magnetic layer component which carried out the laminating improved further. By having formed the
oxidizing zone, oxygen is effectively supplied to a granular magnetic film, and this is based on the result by which the
segregation structure of a magnetic layer was promoted further, as mentioned above. From such a reason, the coercive
force He ofSNR [ 200 or more Oes and ] improved by l.OdB by magnetic-recording data medium in which the
oxidizing zone was formed, compared with magnetic-recording data medium without an oxidizing zone.

[0090] laminated-structure-izing a magnetic layer - much more - much more - ** - the thickness of the magnetic
layer component to carry out becomes thin. Since it becomes easy to carry out orientation of the magnetization
perpendicularly and the laminating of each magnetic layer component thin-film-ized by laminating without changing
the sum total thickness in this invention will be carried out, so that the thickness of a magnetic layer is generally large,
the stacking tendency within a field of magnetization becomes good, and it is thought that many properties improved.'
[0091] Furthermore, in the presentation of a magnetic layer, as a material which forms the nonmagnetic grain
boundary, also when a nitride (SiN) was used instead of an oxide (Si02) (examples 5-7 and example 2 of a
comparison), the same result was obtained.

[0092] As a [example 8] nonmagnetic substrate 1, using the polyolefine substrate with the smooth surface, this was
introduced in the after

[ washing ] sputtering system, and the nonmagnetic substrate layer 2 of 15nm of thickness
which consists of Cr-20at%Mo (Mo 20at(s)% included Cr alloy) by the DC magnetron sputtering method using the
target of Cr alloy containing Mo was formed under Ar gas pressure SOmTorr, without heating a substrate.

[0093] subsequently, the bottom of Ar gas pressure 30mTorr - Si02 - seven-mol% - granular magnetic layer
component of lOnm of thickness 3a was formed by the same presentation as a target by RF spatter using the target of a
presentation of added 71at%Co-10at%Cr-12at%Pt. then, the bottom of the same conditions - Si02 - ten-mol% -
using the target of a presentation of added 66at%Co-10at%Cr-14at%Pt, granular magnetic layer component of lOnm of
thickness 3b was formed by the same presentation as a target, and two-layer-ization of a magnetic layer 3 was
performed.

[0094] Subsequently, by the spatter, the laminating of the carbon protective coat 4 of lOnm of thickness was carried
out on the magnetic layer 3, and it took out from the inside of the sputtering system in a vacuum.
[0095] And the fluid lubrication agent which consists of a perfluoro polyether was applied on the carbon protective
coat 4, and the fluid lubrication agent layer 5 of 1.5nm of thickness was formed.
[0096] Thus, magnetic-recording data medium as shown in drawing 1 was manufactured.
[0097] In addition, heating of the nonmagnetic substrate 1 is omitted in advance of the membrane formation mentioned
above.
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[0098] The presentation of each magnetic layer component of a magnetic layer and the number of laminatings of a
magnetic layer component are shown in a table 3.

[0099] In this example, the stacking tendency of Cr alloy (body-centered cubic lattice bcc) of a substrate layer has
obtained good (200) orientation, and it has tried it so that the easy axis of the granular magnetic layer Co may make the

orientation (110) of (the hexagonal-closest-packing structure hep) carry out epitaxial growth on it.

[0100] The effect in this example is expressed with the half-value width by the rocking curve (orientation distribution)

measurement in the X diffraction peak intensity ratio in a granular magnetic layer component (3b) and peak (1 10) of
the maximum upper layer, and the size of this half-value width is reflected in the promotion condition of epitaxial

growth. It excels in crystallinity, so that this X diffraction peak intensity ratio is large, and good epitaxial growth is

obtained, so that the half-value width of a rocking curve is small.

[0101] About obtained magnetic-recording data medium, an X diffraction peak intensity ratio and rocking curve half-

value width were measured, and the result was shown in a table 4. Performing an X diffraction peak intensity ratio with
an X-ray powder diffraction method (theta-2theta measuring method) in an X diffraction measuring device, rocking
curve half-value width fixes a sample base (theta), and measures the half-value width of the X-ray profile when
carrying out movable [ of the detector (2theta) ].

[0102] Moreover, coercive force [ of a horizontal direction and a perpendicular direction ] He and residual magnetic
flux density x thickness product Brdelta was measured about the magnetic properties of obtained magnetic-recording
data medium using the oscillating sample mold magnetometer (VSM). Moreover, about the magnetic parametric
performance, the SNR (pair signal to noise ratio) value in the playback output TAA and track-recording-density
120kFCI of an isolated playback wave was measured with the spin stand circuit tester using the GMR head. A
measurement result is shown in a table 5.

[0103] The target of a presentation of added 75at%Co-10at%Cr-10at%Pt is used, [example 9] Si02 - five-mol% -
The target of a presentation of added 71at%Co-10at%Cr-12at%Pt is used, the same presentation as a target - magnetic
layer component of 7nm of thickness 3a ~ forming - Si02 - seven-mol% - The target of a presentation of added
66at%Co-10at%Cr-14at%Pt is used, the same presentation as a target - magnetic layer component of 7nm of thickness
3b - forming - and Si02 - ten-mol% - Magnetic layer component of 7nm of thickness 3c was formed by the same
presentation as a target, and magnetic-recording data medium of a publication was obtained to drawing 1 like the
example 8 except having performed three stratification of a magnetic layer.

[0104] Like the example 8, this example has obtained good (200) orientation, and it has tried the stacking tendency of
Cr alloy (body-centered cubic lattice bcc) of a substrate layer so that the easy axis of the granular magnetic layer Co
may make the orientation (110) of (the hexagonal-closest-packing structure hep) carry out epitaxial growth on it.

[0105] About obtained magnetic-recording data medium, an X diffraction peak intensity ratio and rocking curve half-
value width were measured like the example 8, and the result was shown in a table 4. Even if attached to coercive force

[ of a horizontal direction and a perpendicular direction ], and residual magnetic flux density x thickness product
Brdelta, and a row SNR, it measured like the example 8 and was shown in a table 5.

[0106] [example 3 of comparison] Si02 - ten-mol% - magnetic-recording data medium was manufactured like the
example 8 except having formed the magnetic layer which consists of a monolayer of20nm of thickness by the same
presentation as a target using the target of a presentation of added 66at%Co-10at%Cr-14at%Pt.
[0107] About obtained magnetic-recording data medium, an X diffraction peak intensity ratio and rocking curve half-
value width were measured like the example 8, and the result was shown in a table 3, and lessons was SNR-taken from
coercive force [ of a horizontal direction and a perpendicular direction ], and residual magnetic flux density x thickness
product Brdelta, and a row, and it measured, and was shown in a table 4.

[0108]

[A table 3]

mm
mm

Co-10Cr-12Pt-7SiO2

Co lOCr 14Pt lOSiO,

2

ColOCr-10Pt-5SiOQ

Co lOCr 12Pt 7Sia>

OrlOCr-l^-lOSiO,

3

Co-10Cr-14Pt-10SiOo 1

[0109]
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[A table 41

I(110)/I(101) mm (deg)

2-3 1 2
(iio)ffi&Efa]

> 1 0 4
^(llO)ffil*]

tmm3 < 1 3 0

[0110]

{A table 51

s a sfr fsi

S N R(dB)
H c (Oe)

Br 6 (G a

m)
H c (O e)

Br 8 (G n

m)
mt&m s 3 19 8 6 1 9 8 9 1 1 2 2.7
H&fli 9 3 3 8 7 6 0 5 3 4 2 3.7

3 0 4 2 5 9 2 7 9 0 2 5 2 1.6

[0111] When a table 4 is seen, in the example 3 of a comparison whose granular magnetic layer is a monolayer,
especially the orientation of a magnetic layer is random orientation as which priority orientation is not regarded, and
the fact that the half-value width of a rocking curve is also large shows not growing epitaxially in the direction of a

substrate Cr alloy (200).

[0112] It is desirable to carry out orientation within a field of the c-axis of a magnetic layer Co (hexagonal-closest-

packing structure hep), and in the case of longitudinal record, generally, if the orientation of a substrate Cr alloy (body-
centered cubic lattice bec) is priority orientation in the field (200), the orientation within a field of a hep (110) side will

grow [ the easy axis of a magnetic layer Co
]
epitaxially.

[01 13] In the granular magnetic layer which the example 8 bilayer-ized on the other hand By having formed the

presentation also with small and crystal grain and misfit smaller than the upper magnetic layer component in the lower
layer magnetic layer component Grid adjustment with the vertical layer interface by the lower layer magnetic layer

component becomes good, the easy axis of Co serves as hep (110) priority orientation, and, as for the stacking

tendency of the upper magnetic layer component, rocking curve half-value width is also known by that it is improved
more greatly than the example 3 of a comparison, and epitaxial growth is progressing.

[0114] Moreover, it appears strongly so that the easy axis of Co in the magnetic layer component of the maximum
upper layer may serve as hep (110) orientation from an example 8 by the ability controlling promotion of lattice

matching still more precisely in the example 9 which carried out many laminatings of the one layer of the magnetic
layer components of the presentation with small crystal grain and misfit. And since the value also with the very smaller
still half-value width of a rocking curve was acquired, the effect of lamination was more remarkable.

[0115] Since grain-boundary-segregation structure is not enough, either, while the stacking tendency of a magnetic
layer is not controlled by the example 3 of a comparison, and vertical coercive force becomes large, since Co-c shaft

orientation is random orientation if a table 5 is seen, a data-medium noise is also large and, as a result, SNR has
deteriorated.

[0116] However, in the examples 8 and 9 to which the epitaxial growth from a substrate layer progressed to some
extent, the laminating effect of a magnetic layer became clear also from vertical coercive force being a very small
value. Moreover, as a result, SNR is improving by the fall of the data-medium noise by segregation structure having
been promoted, and reduction of the noise in which a perpendicular magnetization component originates.

[0117]

[Effect of the Invention] While the stacking tendency of a magnetic layer is controllable by carrying out the laminating
of each magnetic layer component of granular structure compared with the continuous granular magnetic layer which
consists of one old layer, it can excel in crystallinity, and a magnetic layer with little orientation distribution can be
obtained, and a raise in He and the reduction in a noise more than magnetic-recording data medium which carried out
continuation membrane formation of the magnetic layer can be realized, furthermore, in addition, since high [ He ] is

easily obtained even if it reduces the amount of Pt(s) which is among the magnetic layer target by this effect of the
invention, the further low noise-ization accompanied by low Pt quantification, i.e., low-cost-izing, is attained.

[0118] Moreover, the thing for which the oxide of at least one element chosen from the group which consists of Cr, Co,
Si, aluminum, Ti, Ta, Hf, and Zr as non-magnetic metal material in a granular magnetic layer is used, The alloy which
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added at least one element chosen from the group which becomes a CoPt alloy from Cr, nickel, and Ta as a crystal

which has the ferromagnetism in a granular magnetic layer is used, And it becomes possible to heighten further the
effect of laminated-structure-izing of the magnetic layer mentioned above by using Cr or Cr alloy as a nonmagnetic
substrate layer.

[0119] Moreover, it becomes possible to reduce the data-medium noise which originates from a diameter of magnetic
crystal grain, grain boundary segregation, etc. in a magnetic layer, and the noise resulting from the vertical component
of magnetization, even if it does not perform substrate heating and bias impression by laminated-structure-ization of
this magnetic layer in forming data medium of this invention, and it also becomes possible to use plastics cheap
besides conventional aluminum or a conventional glass substrate as a substrate from high [ He ] being obtained easily.

[Translation done.]
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] It is magnetic-recording data medium characterized by being the laminated structure which carried out the
laminating of the magnetic layer component which consists of crystal grain with which it is magnetic-recording data
medium by which the laminating of a nonmagnetic substrate layer, a magnetic layer, a protective coat, and the fluid

lubrication agent layer was carried out one by one at least on a nonmagnetic substrate, and said magnetic layer has
ferromagnetism, and a nonmagnetic grain boundary which surround it more than two-layer.

[Claim 2] Magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 1 characterized by presentations of each magnetic layer
component in said magnetic layer differing.

[Claim 3] It is magnetic-recording data medium by which the laminating of a nonmagnetic substrate layer, a magnetic
layer, a protective coat, and the fluid lubrication agent layer was carried out one by one at least on a nonmagnetic
substrate. Said magnetic layer It is magnetic-recording data medium by which said magnetic layer component and said
oxidizing zone are characterized by carrying out the laminating by turns so that top layer and bottom layer may turn
into an oxidizing zone by more than two-layer and an oxidizing zone consisting [ a magnetic layer component which
consists of crystal grain which has ferromagnetism, and a nonmagnetic grain boundary which surround it ] of three or
more layers.

[Claim 4] A nonmagnetic grain boundary in said magnetic layer component is magnetic-recording data medium given
in either of claims 1-3 characterized by being an oxide or a nitride of at least one element chosen from a group which
consists of Cr, Co, Si, aluminum, Ti, Ta, Hf, and Zr.

[Claim 5] Said nonmagnetic substrate layer is magnetic-recording data medium given in either of claims 1-4

characterized by consisting of Cr or a Cr alloy.

[Claim 6] Said nonmagnetic substrate is magnetic-recording data medium given in either of claims 1-5 characterized
by being crystallization glass, chemically strengthened glass, or plastics.

[Claim 7] A manufacture method of magnetic-recording data medium characterized by providing the following that the
laminating of a nonmagnetic substrate layer, a magnetic layer, a protective coat, and the fluid lubrication agent layer
was carried out one by one at least on a nonmagnetic substrate (1) A production process which carries out the
laminating of the nonmagnetic substrate layer on a nonmagnetic substrate (2) A production process which carries out
the laminating of the magnetic layer by preparing a two or more layers magnetic layer component which consists of
crystal grain which has ferromagnetism, and a nonmagnetic grain boundary which surround it on said nonmagnetic
substrate layer (3) A production process which carries out the laminating of the protective coat on said magnetic layer

(4) A production process which carries out the laminating of the fluid lubrication agent layer on said protective coat
[Claim 8] A production process which carries out the laminating of said magnetic layer is the manufacture method of
magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 7 characterized by being the production process which prepares
two or more magnetic layer components of a different presentation.

[Claim 9] A manufacture method of magnetic-recording data medium characterized by providing the following that the
laminating of a nonmagnetic substrate layer, a magnetic layer, a protective coat, and the fluid lubrication agent layer
was carried out one by one at least on a nonmagnetic substrate (1) A production process which carries out the
laminating of the nonmagnetic substrate layer on a nonmagnetic substrate (2) Make it exposed into a gas ambient
atmosphere containing (i) oxygen, and an oxidizing zone to which the layer surface put to oxygen oxidized is formed,
(ii) A magnetic layer component which consists of crystal grain which has ferromagnetism, and a nonmagnetic grain
boundary which surround it is formed, (iii) A production process which carries out the laminating of the magnetic layer
on said nonmagnetic substrate layer by forming an oxide film with which the layer surface which was made exposed
into a count repeat which asks for the above (i) - (ii), and a gas ambient atmosphere containing (iv) oxygen, and was
put to oxygen oxidized (3) A production process which carries out the laminating of the protective coat on said
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magnetic layer (4) A production process which carries out the laminating of the fluid lubrication agent layer on said

protective coat

[Claim 10] A manufacture method of magnetic-recording data medium given in either of claims 7-9 characterized by
performing a production process of (4) from the above (1), without heating said nonmagnetic substrate in advance.

[Translation done.]
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing!] It is drawing showing the cross-section schematic drawing of magnetic-recording data medium which is

an example of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is drawing showing the cross-section schematic drawing of the magnetic layer of magnetic-recording
data medium which is an example of this invention, and the magnetic layer which is an example of first magnetic-
recording data medium of this invention by which (a) consists of two or more magnetic layer components, and (b) are

drawings showing the magnetic layer which is an example [ of two or more magnetic layer components and each
magnetic layer component ] of this invention of second magnetic-recording data medium which prepared the oxidizing
zone up and down.

[Drawing 3] It is drawing showing change of the coercive force He accompanying change of the number of sheets of
the magnetic layer component in a magnetic layer.

[Drawing 4] It is drawing showing change of SNR accompanying change of the number of sheets of the magnetic layer

component in a magnetic layer.

[Description of Notations]

1 Nonmagnetic Substrate

2 Nonmagnetic Substrate Layer

3 Magnetic Layer

3a, 3b, 3c Magnetic layer component
3af

, 3b', 3c', 3d' Oxidizing zone

4 Protective Coat

5 Fluid Lubrication Agent Layer

[Translation done.]
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1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.
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[Translation done.]


